1. What is the Price for learning a customized Topic?
A. The Pricing for learning a customized topic is $20/class.

2. What is the Price for learning a topic included in the course?
A. The Pricing for learning a customized topic is $15/class.

3. What is the Price for a doubt clearing/Revision class?
A. The doubt clearing/revision class will be completely free.

4. When will be the classes scheduled?
A. The classes will be scheduled as per the convenience of our learners.

5. Cancelling of class?
A. A class can be cancelled at the request of the learner or (sometimes) the
unavailability of the teacher (due to some occupation).

6. How many classes are provided within the course itself?
A. When you join a course, it contains of recordings, materials & test links.
You get 4 live one on one classes for any specific topic you want to learn or
doubt clearing.

7. How the Payment is made?
A. A learner can make the payment through PayPal by providing the email id
with which he/she is registered with PayPal. A request for payment will be
sent to you.

8. How much time I can take to make the payment?
A. Please complete the payment process before the second class (of the
requested classes).

9. How will I keep the record of the topics & progress?
A. Qcfinance.in will make a shared doc (shared with all relevant people
including the learner) to keep the record of the progress & topics learnt or
requested.

10.After making the payment, how much time I have to cover all topics?
A. Qcfinance.in requests you to complete all the topics within 1 or 2 months
by getting classes scheduled otherwise your payment gets expired.

11.About customized projects.
A. Customized requests/projects are made by our learners & teachers work on
them as per requests. It can take some time to schedule class for
customized requests as our teachers have to prepare the content for the
same.

12.Deferring classes?
A. A learner can request to defer class due to some emergency similarly a
teacher can defer class due to some personal reason. In that case, a learner
will be.

13.Can I view the class recording?
A. Yes, every class is recorded, so after few hours of class, you can view the
recordings at wiziq.

14.How many times a class can be deferred?
A. A learner can differ the class 2 times (for every class), similarly for the
teacher (we keep flexibility in classes).

15.Refund.
A. If a learner is not able to attend live classes due to some reason,
qcfinance.in will make customized video solutions for the same, but if
he/she is not happy, a learner can ask for refund & by deducting the
processing amount, qcfinance.in will return the money to the learner.

